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Parallel Functional Computation

This is the final report for ARO Contract DAAL03-86-K-0101 titled "Parallel Functional Computation" at Colorado State University. The research described here has developed the functional language SISAL to be a highly efficient mechanism for automatically exploiting shared-memory parallel computers.
1 Problem Statement

The magnitude of problems that people need to solve using automatic computation often exceeds the processing power of available sequential computers. However, most algorithms contain components that can execute concurrently instead of serially, and vendors have provided a variety of machines capable of parallel processing.

But expected reductions in execution times did not always occur owing to ineffective utilization of available parallel hardware or excessive interprocessor communication. Programmers could sometimes manually optimize program structures to solve these problems, but this work is extraordinarily difficult, and not practical for large programs. Research into automatic parallelization follows two paths. First, because of the large investment in extant software, attempts continue toward compilers for conventional languages that map ordinary programs onto parallel architectures efficiently. Systems of this kind work best when programmers use certain easily recognizable forms in source programs and understand underlying parallel hardware.

Second, research continues in this and other projects to design, implement, and evaluate new languages for which automatic parallel execution is more easily attainable. Programs written in functional languages have been known to be easily parallelizable because they possess these features:

- Programs are true functions.
- Assignments to names occur only once.
- Function application does not include side effects.
- Iteration occurs only in special forms.
- Only data dependencies sequentialize evaluation.

One or more factors have hindered the potential for efficiently exploiting parallel architectures via programs written in functional languages:

- Functional programs must do excessive data copying in simple implementations to preserve semantics.
- Researchers have designed special architectures along with functional languages, limiting the applicability of results.
- The theoretical bases have been explored exclusively, so the possible is better understood than the practical.
A gap exists between practitioners with large problems to solve and the functional language research community.

Language design has been based on obscure academic systems instead of the more familiar applications languages.

Producing highly efficient software is not in the scope of academic research projects.

In some cases recent developments have ameliorated some of these problems.

At the time the U. S. Army Research Office funded the work summarized here, the SISAL project had designed a functional language and showed its utility for implicitly parallel execution.

- The language syntax resembled that of conventional, Pascal-like languages [18].
- An implementation on the Denelcor HEP showed that automatic parallel execution was possible without hardware designed just for SISAL [1, 19].
- Performance data showed some successes, and located the sources of additional improvement [21].

The proposal had the following objectives:

- **Performance Enhancement:** Attack the special performance problems of functional languages, generate better object code, reduce run-time overhead.
- **Portability Studies:** Dissasociate SISAL software from all but the most widely available UNIX features, show that portability is possible widely.
- **Production Language Features:** Develop modular language features and other enhancements.
- **Conventional Language Compatibility:** Allow programs to be written partly in SISAL and partly in, e.g., FORTRAN.
- **Array Operations:** Develop better multi-dimensional array facilities, including array operations in the language.

The next section addresses the success at meeting these objectives.

## 2 Summary of Project Accomplishments

Dr. Rodney R. Oldehoeft and his research group at Colorado State University, and the Computing Research Group at LLNL, have evolved the SISAL project to its current state:
an efficient testbed for additional research in parallel functional computing. LLNL personnel have written the current front-end parser for SISAL 1.2, designed the intermediate languages IF1 and IF2 [26, 29], written an interpreter for IF1 that also gives graphs of potential parallelism [28], developed several optimizers that work with IF1 [27], written many SISAL benchmarks [11], and continue to collaborate with the CSU group in many ways.

Representatives from LLNL, CSU, the University of Manchester (England) and Digital Equipment Corporation cooperatively defined the original SISAL language. Version 1.1 followed quickly, and in 1985 LLNL, CSU, and UM defined Version 1.2 [18].

2.1 Efficient Processing

The CSU group have concentrated on the efficient native execution of SISAL 1.2 programs. While native code translations of SISAL programs available on a variety of systems [6] execute much faster than any interpreter could run, the compiler was not competitive with those for conventional languages on sequential machines, or with hand-parallelized programs on multiprocessors [20]. The group set two goals:

- SISAL programs should run competitively with those written in conventional languages on a single processor.
- SISAL programs should show efficient use of multiple processors when they are available and the algorithms themselves have inherent parallelism.

These goals may seem contradictory because the easiest way to show good parallel speedup is to generate inefficient code that occupies all available processor resources. This, however, precludes competitive sequential execution. To pursue these goals the CSU group began several optimization projects.

- Run-time support overhead in thread management, dynamic storage allocation, lock code, and processor assignment have been dramatically improved [14, 24]. Code is much more parallel, and simultaneously more efficient, than before.

- The group extended IF1 optimizers developed at LLNL to have a more global effect across entire programs, and developed several new optimizations.

- Staff at LLNL[23] designed "build-in-place" optimization, but did not implement it. This enables, for example, an array that is built as the concatenation of smaller arrays to be placed in its final storage from the beginning, eliminating all sub-array copying from concatenation operations. The CSU group implemented the design, proving the concept. This optimization, and all following, involve expressing SISAL programs in the extended intermediate form IF2.

- They adapted a prototype optimizer of reference count operations for dynamically allocated storage, begun at LLNL, to work globally [8]. In its current implementation...
it removes most operations from typical programs. This is important because the operations take time, and updates must take place in critical sections for correct results. Removing operations improves speed and parallel efficiency simultaneously.

- The “update-in-place” problem was attacked. In single assignment languages, an aggregate data structure derived from another by changing one component must, in principle, be copied before modification. Analysis of when the data may be changed without copying is not always possible at compile time. Based on the reference count optimizer, this optimization determines that more efficient code can often be produced, and uses reference counting to handle other cases during execution. The result is execution time reduced by two decimal orders of magnitude for problems such as sequential sorting. The CSU SISAL group have effectively solved this problem for functional languages in a general setting [3, 9, 10].

- The group developed a new code generator that produces C from IF2. The quality of the machine code resulting from compiling this C is often better than that resulting from a handwritten C program.

The performance goals have been met: SISAL programs compiled and run using CSU software are often competitive with their C and FORTRAN counterparts when executing sequentially, and show good parallel speedup and efficiency on shared memory multiprocessors [10].

Members of the group have built two tools to help in analyzing performance problems and ameliorating them. First, one can obtain a histogram across SISAL program text giving the relative amounts of time spent in each function (or in sections within functions). This helps to identify bottlenecks in run-time routines or translations of SISAL functions. Second, an instrumented run-time library emits data reflecting events of interest during parallel execution. Later, one can examine this data interactively on a Sun workstation to identify parallel bottlenecks and other hard-to-obtain behaviors [16].

2.2 Software Portability

The new software discussed above no longer relies on the intermediate forms of any other compiler. By developing all software in C [2, 21], and producing C from the SISAL intermediate form [4], the widest possible portability has been achieved [7]. The compiler-produced C can use structures not generally used by human programmers, and therefore sequential SISAL program performance generally is better than hand-written C programs. The machine-dependent facilities necessary for parallel synchronization are carefully encapsulated for easy porting to new systems. The CSU group have produced SISAL implementations for sequential execution on Vaxes, Suns, and other similar systems, and on commercially available parallel machines such as the Sequent, Encore, and Alliant. A prototype Cray version has been produced [17], a version has been ported to the CMU Warp [13], and a Connection Machine implementation is underway.
2.3 Language Redesign

Based on experience with writing SISAL programs [11, 12, 15, 25] and observations about the possible optimizations, LLNL and CSU SISAL groups cooperatively began a revision of the language. Although the language specification is incomplete [5], the improved version comprises these features:

- **Arrays and associated operators**: Arrays and their manipulation are common in scientific programs, and SISAL 2.0 provides advanced features in this area. Arrays, and sub-arrays defined by subscript expressions, are first-class objects that can be combined with infix arithmetic operators. True multidimensional arrays are available to complement current one-dimensional arrays with arrays as components. Multidimensional arrays are constructable by describing arbitrary sub-array expressions that can be evaluated in parallel. A simple syntax for describing diagonals in multidimensional arrays with arbitrary orientation provides improved expressive power.

- **Modules**: The design for a comprehensive interface between SISAL and other, conventional languages is complete [22]. It adds a modern modular structure to the language that separates specification from implementation, allows a simple form for small programs, and enables SISAL code to use extant subprogram libraries or large applications written in conventional languages to reference SISAL code for subsystems where high performance, parallel execution is necessary.

- **Parameterized types and inference**: One can omit the explicit declaration of some type names and use these names to declare functions. When a function reference is processed, the types of actual parameters and results are known and an instance of the function declaration is automatically instantiated in response. This is a powerful facility for declaring a "generic" function with several instantiations for the various usages of it—smaller programs often result. Parameterized types and inference cause no degradation in execution performance.

- **Higher-order functions**: A programmer can declare function types, pass functions as actual parameters, and obtain values of function types as the result of expression evaluation. Partial evaluation or "Currying" is possible to produce efficient instances of generalized functions. A function definition capability that fixes non-parameter values at definition time is included. Greatly enhanced expressive power can result, but these features are limited to actions during compilation so execution performance is not degraded.

- **More compact syntax**: SISAL is an expressive language with much familiar syntax, and is easy to learn for that reason. Certain economies are introduced to shorten the expression of some common structures.

The language redesign has achieved the remaining project objectives by enabling large program construction, providing general interfaces with conventional languages, and incorporating comprehensive array construction and manipulation facilities.
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